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We know you have many choices when it comes to
summer activities for your student. Lincoln is home to
many great museums, camps, facilities and
businesses, all offering exciting options for summer fun.
So why should a Bright Lights class definitely be on
your summer To Do list?
>Teachers: The majority of our classes are taught by
certified teachers, and those that aren’t teachers are
experts in their field. Our teachers bring subject-matter
knowledge and a passion for learning that you can’t find
anywhere else. That passion is translated to the
students, who become excited about Naked Mole Rats
and sink/float experiments in a way you never
expected. One parent shared this from last year: “My
daughter loved her cupcake class. She came home
talking about crumb coats and could frost like a
champion! She loved seeing what careers she could
do with this skills.”
Discover more reasons...
And then register today at BrightLights.org!
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PARENTS PERSPECTIVE
Mary Monahan, parent of a Bright Lights student
and editor of Macaroni Kid of Lincoln, recently
shared on our blog about a great experience her
daughter had in a Bright Lights class.
"We have done several summer camps in Lincoln
over the years and what has stuck with me about
the Bright Lights classes and camps is how much
my children refer back to them. This is the reason
that we go back to Bright Lights year after year. Not
only are the classes unique but also kids recall
them with such excitement."
Quoting her daughter, “Remember when I had that
tea party and you came! And you brought Owen
and he wore a tie on his head? That was really fun, Mom.”
Finish reading Mary's story

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
“I am so excited that Bright Lights will be
offering scholarships again in 2018! The
Bright Lights program has been a wonderful
experience for our kiddos!”
Well, thanks—we are excited, too!
Find out how and when to apply for Summer
2018 scholarships.
And remember: The deadline to submit
scholarship applications is April 15!

VOLUNTEER AS A CLASSROOM ASSISTANT

What are we looking for in our Classroom Assistant volunteers? This is a great
summary!
Keep in mind that Classroom Assistants may volunteer for more than one class
and for more than one week. Visit our website to find out more information
and/or to submit an application.

GREAT BOOKS, GREAT CAUSE
What makes reading books to children even better? When purchasing them
helps a great cause-- namely the Bright Lights Scholarship Program! Shop
using the link below and a percentage of your purchase from Usborne Books
will be credited to Bright Lights.
Shop Usborne Books Now
Connect with us









